


    

 

   Thoughts on violence in Israel and Gaza        By Rabbi Rob Scheinberg 

These comments were sent by Rabbi Scheinberg to the congregation in mid-May 2021  

 I’ve been spending some time this week sending notes of concern and support to some of the       

many many people I know who live in Israel -- relatives, colleagues, and friends, including many who 

used to live in Hoboken and Jersey City. 

Though because of the time zone difference, many of these notes were sent between 2am and 

4am Israel time, in many cases I got a response on Facebook or email immediately - because these 

friends and relatives were spending sleepless nights. 

A friend in Tel Aviv described the challenges of comforting her terrified young children after waking them up to bring them 

into the safe room, while also being terrified herself. A colleague in Ashkelon was awakened by a barrage of rocket fire and then 

learned that a woman was killed by that rocket fire in her home just a block away from his home -- and another fatality was in the 

southern Tel Aviv suburb of Rishon Letziyon not far from the home of my cousins. A friend in Herzliyya sent me videos of the Iron 

Dome missile defense system, just beyond a eucalyptus grove from her backyard, successfully intercepting many of the Hamas and 

Islamic Jihad rockets.  It is so clear that without the Iron Dome system, Israeli casualties would be in the hundreds if not thou-

sands.  And yet this barrage of rockets is so large that even the minority of rockets to get through the defense system this week 

have inflicted terrible damage and ended lives of young and old, of Israel‘s Jewish and Arab citizens as well as one visitor from 

abroad, and – per its primary objective -- have been terrorizing the entire Israeli population of millions.  Our hearts right now are 

joining our friends and family in Israel in their safe rooms, praying for their safety and security and protection, and helping them to 

know that they are not alone. 

Yes, if my relatives and friends and former congregants lived in Gaza, they would tell a sto-

ry that is similar but different. They would also be terrified by nighttime attacks and fear of injury or 

bereavement. They would not take particular comfort to know that Israeli missiles headed to Gaza 

are not for the purpose of terrorizing a civilian population and ending civilian lives, as Hamas and 

Islamic Jihad rockets clearly are, but rather are an effort to get the other side’s rockets to stop -- and 

that large numbers of the Gaza fatalities are fighters from the Hamas and Islamic Jihad militias, as 

well as the victims of rockets shot from Gaza that “accidentally” also landed in Gaza. But the effect of attacks on the population is 

similarly horrifying as well as probably radicalizing, and the deaths of civilians are similarly devastating to their families and friends. 

There’s a reason why issues involving the Israeli-Palestinian conflict are hard to talk about: lots of people think the situa-

tion is very very simple when it is anything but. In many such conversations -- as Simon and Garfunkel sang long long ago -- “a man 

hears what he wants to hear and disregards the rest.”  There are so many data points that no one ever has trouble finding the facts 

that will support their pre-existing narrative. Take, for example, the conflict in the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood in East Jerusalem 

that was the precipitating event for some of the current violence. Supporters of the Israeli right note that this conflict is really 

about property rights  -- that homes in Sheikh Jarrah’s Jewish community, property that unambiguously belonged to Jews before 

they were expelled from that neighborhood in 1948 by the Jordanian army, should be returned to their rightful owners, and that 

the Israeli legal system is playing out exactly the way it should in a democracy. Supporters of Palestinians, however, note that if 

that legal principle is truly to hold, then the 30% of homes in West Jerusalem that had belonged to Palestinians before 1948 should 

also be returned to their rightful owners - and if Israeli law has no provision for this, that is confirmation of that legal system’s in-

justice.  Some in-depth articles will tell both sides of this story, but those who learn their Middle East history from Twitter and Face-

book or TV news are unlikely to confront the facts that are inconvenient for their own narrative.  (So it is with so many other as-

pects of the conflict that I cannot address at length here.) 

Especially troubling in these last two days has been the rioting and street violence in many cities with mixed Arab and Jewish 

populations, cities that Israel has long regarded as examples of coexistence.  Synagogues were torched by mobs in the Israeli city of 

Lod on Tuesday night -- and also on Tuesday night, two of those who were killed by Hamas rocket attacks on Israel were Arab resi-

dents of the city of Lod.  Horrifying video circulated on Wednesday of an Arab man being beaten up and almost killed by a Jewish 

mob in the Israeli city of Bat Yam -- and horrifying video circulated on Wednesday of a quite parallel event of a Jewish man being 

beaten up and almost killed by an Arab mob in the Israeli city of Akko.   The symmetry in these events does not   (continued) 



mean that every aspect of this conflict is symmetrical, but it is a reminder that the conflict defies simplistic explana-

tions.  (I am heartened that political leaders all across Israel’s Jewish and Arab political spectrums have harshly condemned 

these episodes of street violence, in a sadly rare display of unity.)  While urging us all to connect with and support the people 

we know who are directly impacted by this conflict, I would also encourage us to read reputable pieces -- left and right -- that 

both support and challenge some of our assumptions about the conflict.   Standing in solidarity with our friends and relatives 

facing rocket fire is not the same thing as applauding every Israeli policy decision -- just as wanting the best for the Palestinians 

is not the same thing as applauding the actions of the Islamist terrorist group that is ruling Gaza.  

I continue to be heartened by the words and actions of those on all sides of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict who establish 

and nurture meaningful person-to-person relationships across difference.  We have been blessed to welcome to our synagogue 

in recent years many such people, including Rabbi Hanan Schlesinger and Antwan Saca of the Israeli/Palestinian group Roots/

Shorashim/Judur, as well as the students of the Israeli Jewish/Arab group Debate for Peace.  The work of such groups continues 

even at these difficult times.  The relationships that emerge from these groups help us all to remember that we are all created 

in God’s image, and that protracted conflict and bloodshed is in no one’s interests. 

I conclude with the words of the Prayers for Israel and Prayer for Peace in our Siddur Lev Shalem, with the hope that 

this can be a time of safety and security for our friends and relatives and community in Israel and in our world. 

“Sovereign of the universe, accept in lovingkindness and with favor our prayers for the State of Israel, her government, and 

all who dwell within her boundaries and under her authority. Open our eyes and our hearts to the wonder of Israel, and 

strengthen our faith in Your power to work redemption in every human soul. Grant us also the fortitude to keep ever before 

us those ideals upon which the State of Israel was founded. Grant courage, wisdom, and strength to those entrusted with 

guiding Israel’s destiny to do Your will. Be with those on whose shoulders Israel’s safety depends and defend them from all 

harm. Spread over Israel and all the world Your  shelter of peace, and may the vision of Your prophet soon be fulfilled: 

“Nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war anymore.” (Isaiah 2:4) 

May we see the day when war and bloodshed cease, 

when a great peace will embrace the whole world. 

Then nation will not threaten nation, 

and the human family will not again know war. 

For all who live on earth shall realize 

we have not come into being to hate or to destroy. 

We have come into being to praise, to labor, and to love. 

Compassionate God, bless the leaders of all nations 

with the power of compassion. 

Fulfill the promise conveyed in Scripture: 

I will bring peace to the land, 

and you shall lie down and no one shall terrify you. 

I will rid the land of vicious beasts 

and it shall not be ravaged by war. 

Let justice and righteousness flow like a mighty stream. 

Let God’s peace fill the earth as the waters fill the sea. 

And let us say: Amen.” 

Shalom, 

Rabbi Rob Scheinberg 



I’m reading a book about Israel that I want to recommend. It’s by Noa Tishby and has the over-the-top 

title of Israel: A  Simple Guide to the Most Misunderstood Country on Earth. Noa is an Israeli actress and TV 

producer who now lives between L.A. and Tel Aviv. She starred in a popular Israeli soap opera, Ramat Aviv 

Gimmel, and she sold the Israeli series In Treatment (B’Tipul) to HBO -- the first Israeli show to be adapted 

into a Hollywood production -- and co-produced the show.  

It’s not addressed to my generation, but to much young-

er people. She writes in what is supposed to be a cool and 

flip style with a liberal sprinkling of naughty words as 

might be expected from someone who was once voted the 

sexiest woman in Israel. I thought I would cringe while 

reading it but actually the cringey bits are minimal. I also 

thought it would say nothing new to me but I was wrong. 

The reason that I am recommending it is because it’s a 

great introduction to the real Israel, especially for young 

people. It’s absolutely impossible to understand Israel with-

out understanding its history, but a zippy and straightforward history that college-age kids will actually read 

and that is not tilted left or right is hard to find. Here, the history is quick and zippy, and in parts a bit too much 

so. While it’s sympathetic to Israel, it’s also honest, forthright and liberal.  

I worry that Jewish kids in college are stuck between siding either  with the religious, extremist and tr i-

umphalist view of Israel or with the dominant left position that Israel is a country of war criminals and apart-

heid. The third choice, for many, is to take no position and ignore the entire issue. 

I fervently believe that the genuine third choice should be the view that Israel 

is a fascinating country that can only be understood by knowing something of its 

context and its history; that you can be a liberal and also support the existence of 

Israel and celebrate its achievements; and that you can be a Zionist who is proud 

that Israel is the homeland of the Jewish people while also supporting a Palestinian 

state and Palestinian rights.  

I really think that we need to provide our  young people with real information that is not mere propagan-

da. When we read that Seth Rogen complained recently that he was “fed a huge amount of lies about Israel” as 

a young Jewish person, our response should not be to attack him for hurting our people but to work to provide 

accurate information to our youngsters that is based on reality. We have to explain why and how Israel was cre-

ated, to discuss the history of the efforts to make peace and of the wars that ensued, and to introduce a discus-

sion of the neighborhood in which this little country exists. As we know, Israel is smaller than our own state of 

New Jersey, yet it receives more press attention than most large countries in the world 

Noa tells the history of Israel by weaving the story of her  own family into the context of the bigger  pic-

ture. Indeed, her grandmother was a founder of the first kibbutz, Degania, and her grandfather was one of Is-

rael’s first diplomats.  

I hope that my kids will read the book. It has a lot to teach them. And all of us! 

By Jeremy Morley 

** Read this Book ** 





Panel Discussion:  Ideological Diversity in the American Jewish Community 

April 21, 2021 

By Katja Vehlow 

Every year, the Introduc on of Judaism class taught by Rabbi Scheinberg culminates in a panel discussion with rabbinical 

students from various backgrounds. For the par cipants of the introductory class, this is an opportunity to get to know 

new perspec ves, and to address pressing ques ons. A few weeks ago, Madeline Cooper (Hebrew Union College‐Jewish 

Ins tute of Religion—Reform) and Phoebe Ana Rabinowitsch (Yeshivat Maharat, the first open Orthodox yeshiva in North 

America to ordain women), joined rabbinic intern Katja Vehlow (Jewish Theological Seminary‐Conserva ve) for a conver‐

sa on about the ideological diversity in the American Jewish community.    

A er briefly introducing themselves, the speakers shared their perspec ves on some key characteris cs and challenges of 

their respec ve movements. This year’s mee ng focused in par cular on the impact of the pandemic on Jewish commu‐

ni es. Speaking from their unique angles as students training within Reform, Conserva ve and Orthodox frameworks, the 

discussants noted that the pandemic had changed their communi es deeply and in perhaps irrevocable ways.  

While many Reform communi es, for example, already had an established online presence at the onset of the pandemic, 

this was, generally speaking, less the case for Conserva ve and Orthodox communi es. All welcomed that zoom had in‐

creased accessibility of services and programing; whether on Shabbat or weekday mornings, online services for instance 

allowed people to say Kaddish who otherwise perhaps might not have been able to join a minyan. The sheer volume of 

learning opportuni es and concerts, available at a finger’s p from the comfort of our homes, was unprecedented.  

At the same me, the situa on was quite different for those who do not own computers or who are not computer lit‐

erate, and also for people who do not use the internet or computers on Shabbat. This is especially the case for those liv‐

ing in communi es with streamed prayers who might feel disconnected when services con nued “without them” online. 

The panel closed with some thoughts on how this year’s online experience might impact communi es as they return to 

“in person” encounters. The pandemic has changed us, the speakers agreed, and raised many ques ons: What will it 

mean to return to face‐to‐face services? How will we emerge from this difficult me? While many communi es will prob‐

ably retain some online components, how they will do so will differ.  Now that communi es have reached people who 

were previously excluded, how will we make sure to embrace them in the future, too? And will people clamor to return 

or prefer to par cipate from the comfort of their homes? 

All are welcome to join these lively conversa ons, so mark your calendars for next year’s panel discussion! 



First Shabbat in the Park!  

April 23, 2021  

by Rachelle Grossman 

A joyful community gathered on Friday afternoon at 4:30 pm 

when we held our first In Person Family event since summer 

2019.  

Over 30 families gathered at Church Square Park to welcome 

Shabbat as a community.  Rabbi Scheinberg and Songleader 

Molly Rose Hoenig started off with Hine Ma Tov – how sweet it 

is to be together, and yes it felt sweet to be together again.  

“We love Shabbat in the Park, says Jessica L. mom to children 

ages 7,5 and 2.  The atmosphere is so welcoming and the pro-

gram is perfect for children this age. They sing and dance and of 

course, we love the challah. We missed last year and hope we 

can make all the scheduled dates this summer”. 

Shabbat in the Park is free and open to the community – but is 

especially fun for young children.  It is a beautiful way to end 

the busy week.  It is also a meaningful way to introduce your 

children to the beauty of Shabbat-  with music and rituals that 

young children and families can connect to.  Registration is rec-

ommended, but if you stop by, we will always have a spot for 

you. 

Our inclusive community welcomes everyone, including unaffili-

ated Jews, single, multi-parent, multi-faith, mixed race, multi-

abled and LGBTQ families. 

For more information about Shabbat in the Park, Kaplan Pre-

school and our other early childhood programs, contact 

Rachelle at director@kaplanpreschool.org. 

Shabbat in the Park is in partnership with The PJ Library of Hud-

son County and future dates include:  May 21, June 18, July 9 & 

July 30 at Church Square Park and June 25 & July 23 at Hamilton 

Park in Jersey City.  Shabbat in the Park begins at 4:30 pm.  

Rabbi Lee Bycel Book Event  

April 25, 2021   

by Lisa Zablocki and Razel Solow 

On Sunday, April 25th, the USH Refugee Support Committee along with congregations B’nai 

Jacob of Jersey City, Beth Shalom of Teaneck, the Glenrock Jewish Center, Temple Emeth of 

Teaneck and Welcome Home of Jersey City (our local refugee and asylee support organiza-

tion) sponsored a brunch talk by Rabbi Lee Bycel. Rabbi Bycel discussed his book, Refugees 

in America, which is a compendium of stories he wrote about eleven refugees who have 

come from all over the world (Eritrea, Guatemala, Iraq, Poland, Syria to name a few) to 

forge new lives for themselves in the United States. Their voices figure prominently in the 

book. 

Lee Bycel is a teacher, rabbi, author and humanitarian activist who is Visiting Professor of 

Holocaust, Ethics and Refugee Studies at the University of San Francisco. Thanks to Zoom, 

we were able to connect with him more easily than would have been possible before the 

pandemic. He had his audience fascinated and moved by the story of one refugee from Eri-

trea in particular, whose story is entitled “Hope is the Oxygen of my Life.” He also shared 

with us his personal pathway into refugee support work, which began in 2004 when he felt 

compelled to bear witness to the horrors of the genocide in Darfur by visiting the Darfuri 

refugee camps in Chad. It was an inspiring and educational afternoon. 





From Casino Night to a Virtual Wine Tasting 
- a tale in Six Short Weeks  
 
January 2021 - With the cancellation of our annual Casino Night (CN), USH’s 

most successful fundraising event of the year, the CN committee was asked by 

the Development Committee if there was anything they could think of to help 

bridge the gap in fundraising during this unusual year. 

 Mid February – The Casino Night Committee convenes a call – many ideas are 

discussed – online poker tournament, online goods and services auction, choco-

late tasting, cooking lessons with a chef…wine tasting is the clear favorite. Gary 

Spector and Monique Haas brainstorm the concept and report back.  

 Late February –The committee zooms and the details are solidified.  Food op-

tions are discussed and a date is settled on. Cork Wines in Hoboken is selected as 

our partner. Gary spends days and nights sorting out the logistics. Rhonda Stros-

berg takes the lead on all administrative aspects of the night. Karen Jurman does 

research on what it would take to have a 50/50 raffle but eventually the laws 

surrounding online gambling are too complicated in NJ and the idea is 

nixed. Also, it is COVID so no one at the State offices even answers their phones! 

 March – How many people do we need to participate to make this a suc-

cess?  Sponsors need to be solicited, wines selected, custom wine glasses or-

dered, food pairings, boxes, bags, tissue paper ordered and for how 

many? Many meetings, phone calls, text messages and shopping trips to Restau-

rant Depot and Costco. 32 pounds of tomatoes and 7 pounds of dried chickpeas 

purchased. Logistics need to be figured out in order to sort the wine and food in 

the USH trailer after 6:00pm to comply with the shul’s COVID re-

strictions. Organizing the delivery of all of the items before Shabbat on Friday 

March 19th is coordinated by Rhonda.  Lists and more lists. Bless you WAZE.   

 Saturday March 20th -  120 participants log in to Zoom, Jay Emminger, our 

Sommelier for the evening, teaches us how to properly open bottles of cham-

pagne and wine, and for the next 90 minutes we travel the world tasting 4 Ko-

sher wines from Israel, New Zealand, Italy and France. 

 Many thanks to our 34 sponsors who supported this event! To all of the mem-

bers of the community who bought tickets and wine for this inaugural wine 

tasting, we say a rousing, ‘Thank You’! 

 Special thanks to our committee who made this event possible: Gary Spector, 

Rhonda Strosberg, Adam Berkowitz, Lauren Braun, Monique Haas, Karen 

Jurman, Marni Kriegel, Adam Laden, Donna Olah Reiken, Gene Steinhardt, Har-

riet Taub and Renee Wolfson.  Thanks also to David Swirnoff,  Ruthy Tyroler and 

the other members of the USH Development Committee. 



Summer Programs and Fall Learning  

Toddlers to High School Seniors! 

 



 

INSPIRED by the positive 

reaction to the Torah Tour, 

the weekly parashah is 

now being displayed out-

side the Star of Israel 

building with a QR code to 

the parashah summary at 

myjewishlearning.com. 

THANK YOU to the Hud-

son County Tree Commis-

sion for removing the 

stump and replacing the 

tree that was destroyed 

in the wind storm last 

fall.   It will bring natural 

beauty and shade in the 

near future. 
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